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O bject ± process analysis of com puter integrated
m anufacturing docum entation and inspection
functions
DOV DORI

Abstract. Man ufac tu ring a product requires a variety of
representatio ns. These representatio ns m ay be th ought of
as a contin uum whose extrem es are constructive solid geom etry (C SG ) on the analytical side and th e physical product
itself on th e concrete side. In betw een these tw o extrem es is
a spectrum of representatio ns, ranging from 3D- and 2D boundary representatio ns (B -rep), through wirefram e to
engineering drawings an d im ages. M achine vision plays an
increasing role in com puter integrated m anufactu ring
(CIM ). We augm ent the notion of C IM to com puter integrated m anufactu ring, inspection and docum entatio n, and
develop an object ± process approach to explore the tran sform ations am ong product representatio ns and th e way visionbased processes m esh in this com plex environm ent. To
analyse the CIM syste m with inspection and docum entatio n
augm entatio ns, we use a new paprdigm in syste m s developm entÐ the object± process m ethodology, which fuses useful
ideas from state -of-the-art object-oriented analysis with data¯ ow approaches to yield a m odelling m ethodology that speci® es explicitly both objects and processes. The paper explains
the principles of the object± process m ethodology an d applies
it to describe the objects of the CIM ± docum entation ± inspection system and the processes that change their states.

own m erits. Parallel advents in m achine and rob ot
vision and in image and engineering draw ing understanding have opened options for new transform ation
paths.
As com puter capability has increased, the engineering drawing speci® cation has started to be done by
CAD/CAM software. With the graphics capability of the
CAD/CAM software, visualization of product, editing of
design, and replotting of paper form at engineering
drawings, all becam e easier. However, not all product
designs necessarily begin by producing an engineering
drawing. Some products begin by the construction of
a prototyp e mod el, without any draw ings. Other
products begin by m odifying an existing product
whose engineering drawing m ay only be in a paper
form at. In these cases, the design of the new product
m ost econom ically begins with a physical prototyp e or a
paper engineering draw ing. To start the design process
here requires a m echanism to scan a paper engineering
drawing and convert it to CAD/CAM form ation (Dori
1995a), or appropriately image a product prototyp e
and convert the im age data set to C AD/CAM form at.
Both these possibilities are not technically simple, each
having a variety of interm ediate steps, som e of wh ich
have m ore th an one variation.
In this paper, we discuss the full structu re of the
required transform ation s and the role of machine
vision in enabling both representations and transform ation s. More speci® cally, we aim at establishing a
comprehensive view of the vario us representations of a
product, their extent of equivalence, the feasible transform ation s am ong them , and the processes that carry
ou t these transform ations. In particular, we em phasize
non-tra ditional, vision-based representations that
enrich th e designer’s modelling arm amentarium

1. Intro duction
M anufacturing of products has traditionally begun
with a design speci® ed by an engineering draw ing. A
product life-cycle has followed the path from the analytical to the concrete end, startin g with analysis and
design, transform ing it to process plann ing, and
ending with th e actual manufactu ring, inspection,
m arketing and maintenance. M odern approa ches,
such as reverse engineering, im ply that other paths of
transform ations are also conceivable and have th eir
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and provide for closing currently open loops of
representation transform ation s. It is within this
fram ework that we introduce the term s docum entation
and inspection .
In its broad sense, docum entation within CIM is
an activity that encom passes the entire life-cycle of
th e product, from m arket needs and custom er
speci® cation through th e variou s design stag es, to
m anufactu ring, usage and m aintenance instructions.
Since our focus is product representation, we limit the
notion of docum entation to capturing the geom etry of
th e m odel of the product to be m anufactu red. This m ay
be done by a C AD system , a set of engineering drawings,
or a physical m odel.
In the same spirit, inspection in C IM has generally
a bro ad sense. It is the basis for many quality m ainten ance and quality assurance activities, carried out
th roughout th e product’ s design and m anufactu ring
processes. Inspection in this work relates to vision-based
activities that m onitor and check the ad herence of the
m anufactu ring process to the geom etry de® ned by the
m odel.
2. T he object ± process m ethodology: m erging processand object-oriented approaches
H arel (1987) has proposed to classify system s
into two types: reactive system s and transform ational
system s. Reactive systems, which include em bedded,
con current and real-tim e systems, are event-d riven
and are expected to continuously react to a ¯ ow of
stimuli. Transform ational system s, such as m any types
of data processing systems, requ ire, in essence, the
speci® cation (which m ay be highly complex) of
th e system ’s input/ output relations (Harel 1992).
The system we are dealing with has reactive and transform ational characteristics.
Several system analysis m ethodolog ies have been
in use in the last two decades. Perhaps the two
m ost notab le are th e process-orien ted, data ¯ ow
diagram (DFD) approach and the m ore recent objectoriented analysis (OO A) approach. This section ® rst
sum marizes brie¯ y the principles underlying each
m ethod ology. We then explain the object ± process
m ethod ology (OPM ), which combin es elem ents
and ideas from th ese two seem ingly m utually
exclusive approaches, and show how docu mentation
and inspection within CIM system s can be clearly,
coh erently and succinctly m odelled using this
m ethod ology.
2.1. T he data ¯ ow diagram approach
A custom ary classi® cation of system s developm ent

m ethodologies is into two categories (Jacobson et al.
1992): function/data and object-oriented. Function /
data method ologies, which feature distinction betwe en
fu nctio ns and the data these functions manipulate,
were inspired by traditional third-generation program m ing languages, which, in turn, were in¯ uenced by the
Von Neum ann ’s hardware architecture. Fun ction/data
m ethodologies can be represented by m ethods like the
data ¯ ow diagram (DFD) m ethod (De M arco 1978),
which emphasizes processes as the m ajor theme of the
analysis. In a nutshell, the DFD approach is process- and
data-o riented, em phasizing the processes that occur
within a system (depicted as bubbles) and the data
(depicted as directed arro ws) that ¯ ow as ou tp ut from
one process to becom e the input of the next process.
The intern al details of each process can be exposed by
`explosion’, i.e. recursively displaying lower-level DFDs
of a particular process (bubble) while preserving the
incom ing and ou tgoing data-¯ ows of the process. Two
less central elements in addition to `proces s’ and `data’
in this m odel are `data -store’, to store data for future
use, and `exter nal entity’, to interact with the processes
as agents that are considered part of the system ’s
environmen t.
Figure 1 is a DFD of a typical product life-cycle
within an industrial organization. Since it includes
data as well as actual objects, it is also referred to as
`action DFD’ (ADFD) (Shlaer and M ellor 1988).
Processes and ¯ ows (of data and objects) are
denoted by labelled nodes (bubbles) and directed
arcs, respectively. The whole diagram can be viewed as
a description of the process called `Producti on’.
In essence, the DFD can be viewed as a processing
dependen cy graph , that shows what process, or set of
parallel processes, is a pre-condition to the initiation
of another process. On a higher level, the whole DFD is
described in a single `Prod uction’ bubble in what is
known as a `conten t diagram’ or `zer o-level diagram ’.
Im plicit in the DFD approach is the assum ption that
We all know who th e players in th e gam e (i.e., the
com ponents of the system under consideration, or
objects) are, and we also understand the structural
relationships (in particular the three basic ones Ð
whole-part, generalization-specialization , and characterization) am ong them . Let’s get right to the
poin t of analyzing how these com ponents interact
with each other dynam ically in term s of the data
they need, th e way it is processed and the data that
is prod uced as a result of th is processing.
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D FD of a typ ical production life-cycle with in an industrial organization.

Since its introd uction , the DFD m eth od has gained
con siderable popularity as a m eans for describing
system functionality and it has even been adopted as a
part of several object-orien ted analysis m ethodologies
(Rum baugh et al . 1991, Shlaer and Mellor 1985). Other
function/data approaches are requirement-driven
design (RDD, Alford 1985) and structured an alysis/
structured design ( SA/SD ), or Structured Analysis and
Design Technique (SADT), which uses DFD as its
m ain tool.
The DFD m ethod has been very popular in system s
analysis. This was ® ne as long as the system s analysed
were of sm all to m edium size. In recent years, however,
th e object-oriented (OO) approach has won m ore
pop ularity and is currently an accepted m ethod for
inform ation system s developm ent (analysis, design
and implementation) as well as a basis for new OO
database architectures. The m ajor reason for
th is trend is that during the last decade, as system s
th at needed analysis and design grad ually increased in
size and com plexity, it has becom e m ore and
m ore apparent that the above im plicit assum ption is
not valid any more. It is no longer the case that
a system’ s constituents are a priori recognized, nor
are the structural relationships am ong them easily
un derstood . This has caused a shift of em phasis in
system s analysis from data and processes to objects
and their relations with respect to each other, and was
a prim ary cause of the trend to abandon th e data ¯ ow
ap proach in favour of the object paradigm.
2.2. T he object-oriented approach
C ontrasted with the function/data approach, ERDs

and the currently accepted object-orien ted paradigm
(Booch 1994, C oad and Yourd on 1991, Em bley et al.
1992, Rum baugh et al. 1991, Shlaer and Mellor 1988),
put objects at the centre of th e analysis. Object-oriented
analysis (OOA) ap proaches are based on the prem ise
that every thing can be represented as an object. The
object parad igm com bines (`enca psulates’) behaviour
and data and regards them as integrated objects
(Jacobson et al . 1992).
The object paradigm is m ore fundamental than
the data ¯ ow ap proach in that rather than con sidering
directly concepts that are solution- and im plem entation-oriented, taken from com puter professionals’
jargon, such as `data ’, `data stores’, and `processes’, it
addresses ® rst the problem of understan ding the system
in terms of the problem dom ain and within the fram ework of that domain. In doing so, it takes advantage
of hum an cognitive conventions, in particular
aggregation ± particularization
(whole ± part)
and
generalization ± specialization, which, in turn, induce
encapsulation and inheritance, respectively.
The basic prem ise of the object-oriented methodology is that every th ing can be considered an object.
This includes tangible and abstract objects, activities,
op erations, and events. All of these get th e sam e
reference and sam e treatm ent, because they are all
`objec ts’. Objects have attributes and interact with
each oth er by invo king services (also referred to as
m ethods) Ð speci® c behaviou r that they can exhibit.
The collection of all objects with the sam e set of
featu res (attributes and services) is a class.
Figure 2 is an enhan ced object-oriented analysis
schem e of a typical m anufacturing environm ent. It is
based on a com bination of notatio ns suggested by
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Figure 2.

An enh anced object-oriented diagram of a typ ical industrial organization.

Em bley et al . (1992) and Caod and Yourdon (1991) with
ad ditional features. Each class is denoted by a box
which may have one, two, or three com partm ents,
con taining the nam e, attribu tes and services of the
class, respectively. Thus, for exam ple, th e class M achine
in Figure 2 has the attribute `tool wear’ and the services
`man ufacture’ and `contr ol’.
Aggregation and generalization relationships
am ong classes are represented by solid (black) and
blank (white) triangles, respectively, whose tips are
directed toward s the source (aggregate or general)
class. For example, in Figure 2, `Em ployee’ specializes
into one of the four classes `Designe r’, `C raftsma n’,
`Insp ector’ , and `Sa lesperson’ , and is itself a specialization of `Perso n’, which, in turn, also specializes into
`Cu stom er’.
M essage connections show the action of services on
classes. M arked by a directed grey link that leaves a
speci® c service and arrives at a class, a m essage connection shows the pair of sending and receiving classes.
Product, for exam ple, receives three services: `design’,
`man ufacture’, and `inspect’, sent from Designer,
M achine, and Inspector, respectively.
Along its life cycle, an object m ay be in different
states . One or m ore of an object’ s attributes may be a
state attribute, whose value design ates the speci® c state
th e object is currently in. The transition am ong states
occurs after a trigger has been activated, and m ay be
accompanied by an action . Product, for exam ple, m ay

have an attribute called statu s , with possible values
`design’ , `prot otype’, `produc tion’, etc. Transitions
that include triggers and action s specify the legal
m oves from one state to the other. The trigger for the
transition from a proto typ e status to a production statu s
m ay be `design requirements m et’, and the action,
`prepare for m ass prod uction’.
Perhaps the crux of the difference between OOA
and DFD lies in the exchange of roles of processes and
objects. W hereas DFD heralds processes and data as the
central basic bu ilding blocks, served by data stores and
external entities, OOA recognizes the object as the
basic building block in the analysis. The `exter nal
entities’, which were considered alm ost a nuisance in
DFD, now get top priority as the things that m ust be
considered ® rst and forem ost, while processes, wh ich
were the ® rst things to be considered in DFD,
now termed `ser vices’ or `m ethods’, are pushed
down towards the bottom of the list of things to be
considered, both m entally and graphically. DFD is
procedu ral , while OOA is decla rative : the emphasis in
DFD is how, while in OOA it is what. The trend to
m ove from procedural to declarative m ethodologies is
analogous to the parallel developm en t which has
occurred in the dom ain of programm ing languages.
Declarative languages, including OO program ming
languages (OOPLs) have been developed with the
intention to replace th ird-generation , procedural
program m ing languages. The underlying assumption
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has been that very high-level (fou rth-generation)
languages should be capable of ® guring out on their
own how to carry out the tasks required by the declarations in the program.
Dealing prim arily with objects as the basic building
blocks of th e universe is a m ove in th e right direction,
but a complete description of a system m ust strike a
balance between the structural and procedural aspects
of the system . It cannot afford to stress one aspect while
neglecting the other. U nfortunately, however, this is
exactly what happened to object-oriented system s
analysis: emphasizing the structural aspects of a
system throu gh its com prising objects is too often
don e as th e expen se of suppressing the dynam ic aspects
of the system .
Just as it turned ou t that pure declarative languages
(such as Prolog) are generally not the most adequate
solution for constructing complex system s, and that
som e balance is needed between the structural (static,
declarative) and procedural (dynam ic) aspects, so did
we discover that the object-centred m ethodology has
gon e too far in stressing the im portance of objects in
system s analysis, and that processes shou ld regain their
explicit visibility in the system analysis.

2.3. Fusing D FD and O O A: the object ± process m ethodology
The object ± process m ethodology (OPM ), introduced in Dori (1995b) has been design ed with the
aim of describing com plex systems using a single
m odel which m aintains the balance between system
structure and behaviour and enables bidirectional
seam less scaling. Being a general methodology, OPM
is useful in m any areas. Indeed, it has recently been
em ployed in a variety of dom ains, including technical
docum entation automation (Dori 1994), design of a
tem poral database with data dependencies for CIM
(Dori et al . 1995), analysis and design of a hypertextbased studyw are (Dori and Dori 1995), and analysis and
representation of the im age understanding environm ent (Dori 1995d). A com parative evaluation of the
effectiveness of bridging the analysis ± design and structure ± behaviour `Grand C anyons’ with object paradigm s in general and with OPM in particular appears
in Dori and Goodm an (1996).
W hen we set ou t to tackle the product representations prob lem , OPM was not yet known. Being aware of
th e fact that we are faced with a com plex, m ulti-faceted
prob lem , we tried to extract our knowledge of the
various aspects of th e problem using semantic nets
(W inston 1992), which are abo ut equivalent to `con cept
m aps’ (Wandersee 1990) in science education. This
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approac h to knowledge representation within arti® cial
intelligence advo cates the representation of concepts
and the relations am ong them as a directed graph
whose nod es and arcs are concepts and relators (prepositions and/or verbs), respectively. Viewed from an
OOA perspective, concepts and relators can be th ought
of as classes and their services, respectively.
Soon, thoug h, we found that semantic nets do not
provide enough expressive power to re¯ ect the intricate relationships among the entities invo lved in the
problem . We then decided to try to adopt the OOSA
m ethodologies of Em bley et al . (1992) and of C oad and
Yourdon (1991) for our purpose. We tried to describe
the various aspects of the system using these m ethods.
Even thou gh we m anaged to form ulate a fair am ount of
ou r knowledge of the subject, we still felt that from the
behavioural point of view, the picture these m ethods
are able to convey is far from being satisfactory. While
the structural ± structural relationships (aggregation
and generalization ) am ong the various objects in the
system were presented clearly, the dyn amics were poorly
represented. This is so becau se, as argued, OOA is
basically declarative, a feature that underscores the
structural, static aspects, but at the sam e tim e suppresses the procedural, dynam ic aspects of the system
under consideration.
The inferiority of services in OOA is a consequence
of their inherent attachm ent to som e class, which
prohibits them from existing as independent things,
or entities. This binding of each service to a particular
class is frequently unnatural, since events are often
enabled by the concurrent presence and/or action of
m ore than one object class. For exam ple, look ing in
Figure 2, we see that the services of the Salesperson and
Custom er classes are m arket and pu rchase , respectively,
both applied to the class Accepted Product. However,
there is no explicit class `Pur chasing’ or `Market ing’,
which is the actual operation, or process, th at captures
the nature of this activity. We could have described the
relationships `Sa lesperson m arkets Accepted Product
to Custom er and receives C urrency from Custom er’
and/or `Customer purchases Accepted Product from
Salesperson and accepts Currency from Customer’ with
a diam ond connected to each one of the four classes
involved and th ese sentences written next to it, as
suggested in Em bley et al . (1992). However, we found
this notation to be cum bersom e and unsatisfactory,
as we do not really know how to automate the processing of such relatively com plex sentences in natural
language.
Exam ining thorou ghly the things that play role in
ou r system, we observed that th ey can be clearly divided
into two distinct groups: th ings that exist Ð the objects Ð
and things that act on them Ð the processes. Since we
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are dealing with transform ations (of product represen tations), it is quite com mon for an object of one class to
lose its identity and be transform ed into an object of
another class. For example, an object of the class `Raw
M aterial’ in the presence of the agent `Cr aftsm an’ and
th e instrumen ts `Mach ine’ and `M odel’, undergoes the
process `M anu facturing’ and becom es `Product’ . Other
processes, such as `Inspection ’, are not so drastic as to
cause a change of identity of the object Product. Rather,
th eir effect is to transform it from one of its states to
another state. Suppose the object class Product has the
following states: m anufactu red, accepted, rejected,
salvageable, unsalvageable, salvaged, m arketed. Inspection is the process that transform s Prod uct from the
state `m anu factured’ to one of th e m utually exclusive
states `accepted ’ or `rejec ted’, while Marketing is the
process th at transform s a Product from the state
`ac cepted’ to the state `market ed’. Adm ittedly, in
som e bord erline cases, the decision as to wheth er a
process destroys an object and generates a new object
or whether an object m erely chang es its state may be
arbitrary and subjective.
We wanted to have all the bene® ts of capturing the
structural relationships that OOA provid es without
suppressing th ese im portant dynamic aspects of the
system . This has led us to search for a representation
in which the structural and the dynam ic aspects of the
system will co-exist in harmony without the `shado w
effect’ of highlighting one at the cost of suppressing the
other.

2.4. Basic object ± process m ethodology concepts

process method ology is that the world (universe of
interest) consists of interacting things (or entities).
Any thing is classi® ed as either an object or a process .
An object is born as a result of a process called
construction or gen eration . After being constructed, the
object exists uncond itionally, until it is deliberately
destructed by another process, called destruction .
A process is a transient thing in the world that
changes at least one object.
During the life-cycle of the object, it undergoes
changes that are caused by processes. Construction
and destruction are am ong the changes a process
m akes to an object. To avoid circular de® n itions,
the de® nition of object does not include process.
N evertheless, there is a reciprocal link between objects
and processes.
A process has a de® nite start, lifetim e duration,
and hence an end. The duration of a process is generally a random variable, which is of the sam e order of
m agnitude as th e tim e granularity (Dori 1995b) of the
corresponding world. In contrast, the lifetime duration
of an object is norm ally at least an order of m agnitude
longer than that of a typical process.
A change of an object is a change of the object’s
state , wh ich is the set of attribute values describing the
object at a particular point in tim e. Each object has by
default the attribute existence , whose values include
existent and non -existent . The effect of the construction
process is to change the value of the existen ce attribute
from non-existence to existent, while th e effect of
destruction is the opposite.
The custom ary OOA de® nition of class is that a class
is a collection of objects having the sam e set of attribu tes and services. In OPM , a class is de® n ed as a

The basic observation underlying the object ±

Figure 3.

A partial OPD showing the m ain object classes in a typical industrial organization.
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A partial O PD sh owing the m ain processes in a
typ ical industrial organization.

collection of things (entities) having the sam e set of
features (attributes and services). Since a thing may be
an object or a process, there are two class typ es: O bject
class and process class .
Examples of object classes are `Machine’, `Prod uct’
and `Insp ector’, each of which may exist unconditionally, independently of any other thing. Figure 3 is part
of an object ± process diagram (OPD), which shows only
th e m ain object classes in a typical classical industrial
organization : Em ployee, Capital, Product, etc., without
showing the processes through which these objects
interact.
Figure 4 is a com plim entary partial OPD, whose
purpose is to dem on strate how processes in a system
can be described separately, m uch like DFDs. This
picture is only one of the two m ajor aspects of the
system , the other being th e objects and their structural
relations. It shows the main process classes in the sam e
typical classical industrial organization: Design,
M anufacturing, Inspection and M arketing. A directed
dashed arc, the process link , designates the order of
occurrence of these processes. The term `class ical’
here pertains to the fact that inspection is done at the
end of the m anufactu ring process, while m odern CIM
ap proaches, as well as quality assurance standards,
ad vocate on-line, real-time m on itoring to ensure builtin quality.
From a viewpoint of a particular process class, object
classes m ay be classi® ed into two sub-types: enabling
object classes and resulting object classes. An enabling
object of a process is an object that enables the occurrence of that process. A resulting object of a process is an
object that results from (or is the output of) the
occurrence of that process.
N ote that an object class is classi® ed as either
enabling or resulting only with respect to a particular
process class. For example, Product, which is a resulting
object of Manufacturing, is an enabling object of
Inspection.
Enabling classes are further classi® ed into three
types according to their function in the process:
affected (or input) classes, agen t classes, and instrum ent
classes. For exam ple, the agent class of the process
M anufacturing is Craftsm an, its instrum ent class is

Figure 5.

A object ± process diagram (O PD) of a typical
industrial organization.

M achine and its affected class is Raw M aterial. The
affected class is the only one whose state changes. The
resulting (output) class is either th e affected (input)
class (whose state has been changed), or a newly constructed object class.
W hen we merge th e two partial OPDs of Figure 3
and Figure 4, we get, in Figure 5, a com plete, top view
OPD of an industrial organization.
C om bining objects and processes within one
diagram , shown in Figure 5, results in a comprehensive
view that shows very clearly both th e structural and
procedural aspects of the system and the relations
between them. Merging object classes with process
classes within the OPD enables us to specify for each
process the object classes that enable it and the object
classes that result from it. These procedural links are
denoted in th e OPD as solid directed arcs. For an
affected object com ing into or going out of a process
such a solid arc is called an effect link and it ends with an
arro whead. For an incoming agent class, th e procedural
link is called an agent link and it ends with a solid
(black) circle, and for an incom ing instrum ent class,
the procedural link is called an instrum en t link and it
ends with a blank (white) circle.

2.5. A m eta-description of the object± process m ethodology
In this section we describe the object ± process
approac h using object ± process diagram s embedded
with examples.
Figure 6 is an OPD showing th e structural elements
that take part in an OPD with an exam ple showing the
symbol used for each elem ent. An O PD consists of
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Figure 6.

O PD ± structural elem ents.

classes and relations. A class, denoted as half ellipse half
rectangle, is a generalization of Process Class (ellipse)
and Object C lass (rectangle).
As Figure 6 shows, Attribute and Service (generically
termed features), characterize the class to which they
are conn ected via the characterization relation,
symbolized by black-on -white triangle. Attribute is a
specialization of Object Class, while service is a
specialization of Process Class. Each value of an attribute is an instance of the corresponding Object Class.
As an exam ple, consider the Object Class Drilling
M achine, which has the Attribute (characterizing
object class) Control-M ode, which, in turn, has three
values (instances): `m an ual’ `NC’ and `C N C ’, and a
second Attribute, M aximum-H ole-Depth, with the valu e
`50 m m ’. Both Control-M ode and Maxim um -H oleDepth are Object Classes. Drilling Machine also has
th e Services Drilling and Boring, both of which are
Process Classes. The Process C lass Drilling m ay have the
Attributes Maximum -Drilling-Speed and Maxim um Drilling-D iam eter, both of which are Object Classes,

and the Services Change-Tool and Exit-Drilled-H ole,
both of which are Process Classes.
As show n in Figure 6, in ad dition to its solid triangle
symbol, Aggregation also has one participation constraint
for each constituent class. The defau lt is 1. Thus, since
Class has one nam e, no participation constraint is
written next to the object name. Class has zero or
m ore Attributes, and zero or m ore Services. The
nam e of the Class is written in the upper com partm ent,
which m ay be the only one, if the OPD is at a high-level,
where just the name is important. The attributes and
services of the class are written in the second and third
compartm ents below the nam e com partm ent. If the
services do not exist or are not im portant for a particular view the third com partm en t m ay be om itted.
Thus, a class symbol may contain one, two , or three
compartm ents, as needed. Alternatively, the features
m ay be recorded using the characterization sym bol.
Relation is a generalization of Structural Relation
and Procedural Relation. Structural Relation in
general is denoted by a labelled line directed with an
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Figure 7.

Scaling converts a seed to a plant an d vice versa.

open arrowh ead. For exam ple, the Structural Relation
between the classes CAD System and CAD Drawing in
Figure 12 is `stores’ .
C haracterization, Generalization and Aggregation
are three specializations of Structural Relation, which,
due to their frequen t usage, are granted special sym bols, as show n in the three small exam ple OPDs inside
th e C haracterization, Generalization and Aggregation
boxes. These relations are denoted by an em pty and a
® lled triangle, respectively. The tip of each triangle type
is directed tow ard s the higher-level class (characterized,
generalized and aggregate) and its base, toward s the
lower-level (characterizing, specialized and part)
class(es).
2.6. Scaling
Scaling is the mechan ism through which OPM
m anages the com plexity of real life system s. The IDEF
family (Jorysz and Vernadat 1990a,b ) and SADT
(Structured Analysis and Design Technique (Yourden
1989)) also have scaling m echan isms. However, there
are three main differences between the scaling of OPM
and the other two. First, OPM treats objects and processes and their scaling equally, and enables scaling of
objects and/or processes concurrently. In contrast
SADT, and DFD in particu lar, for example, enable
scaling of processes only.
Second, both IDEF and SADT scaling mechan isms
are pure top-down, i.e. at each diagram only a single
level can be represented, while in OPM it is possible to
focus on a particular subset of things (objects and/or
processes) and elaborate on the details of each one by
scaling up each thing to any desired num ber of levels.
Thus, it provides for selective re® nemen t of classes in
th e OPD to any desired level of granularity, while the
general picture is m aintained by keeping other classes
at their non-detailed representation. This is instrum en tal for generating different views of the system
for different types of peop le or groups which are
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interested in or are supposed to develop and be
responsible for different aspects of the system .
Third, scaling in IDEF and SADT means exposing
the parts of the whole, i.e. th ey refer to specifying the
details of the aggregate. W hile OPM does so too, it is
bu t one of three scaling options, the other two being
specialization scaling and characterization scaling.
Specialization scaling m eans th at instead of specifying
the parts of the whole, we specify the specializations of
the generalized thing, while in characterization scaling,
the features (attributes and services) are detailed.
Any concurrent m ixture of the three scaling types is
possible within a single diagram . The un folding scaling
op tion, described below, is m ost suitable for the latter
two scaling types.
Seed is the thing (object or process) that is scaled up.
P lant is the set of things (objects and/or processes)
that result in from up-scaling a seed.
Figure 7 is the OPD showing the effect of scaling.
W hen a Seed undergoes scaling the result is a Plant.
W hen a Plant undergoes Scaling the result is a Seed.
U sually, we are interested in scaling one or more
things within an OPD. Since an OPD is itself an object, it
can be both a seed and a plant. Scaling is characterized
by two attributes: Direction and Seed Preservation.
Direction has the two values Up and Down. U p-scaling
(expansion) m eans increasing the level of detail and
down-scaling (collapse), decreasing the level of detail.
Seed Preservation pertains to the graphic result of
scaling up the seed. It has three values: N egative, Background and Root, giving rise to three up-scaling types:
Explosion, Blow-up and Unfolding. The three corresponding down-scaling types are Im plosion. Shrinking
and Folding.
E xplosion is an up-scaling in which the direct
constituents of the seed are shown , but the seed itself
is not preserved.
Im p losion is the inverse of explosion. It is a downscaling of a set of things which are th e constituents of
the seed. As a result of an im plosion, the seed show s up
instead of its con stituents.
Explosion and implosion are the pair of operations
DFDs em ploy to carry out scaling. Figure 8 demonstrates
explosion of a succinct OPD to a detailed OPD and
im plosion in th e reverse direction. The succinct OPD
shows the procedural relations among the objects A and
B and the Processes X and Y. A Ð the nam e of the seed
object in the succinct OPD Ð is italicized, denotin g the
fact th at A is a com pound object. Exploding A results in
the plant, in which A is replaced by its simple constituent
objects C and D and the (simple) process Z.
Blow-u p is an explosion in which the seed is
preserved in the background of the plant.
Graphically, th e preservation of the seed in the
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Explosion of a seed Ð

object A Ð

in th e succinct OPD to a plant Ð C, D , and Z Ð
the reverse direction.

plant’ s background is denoted by a thick, grey blow-u p
fram e , surrounding the seed’s constituents. If the seed is
an object, the blow-up fram e is rectangular, as in Figure
9, and if the seed is a process, it is elliptic.
Shrinkin g is the inverse of blow-up. Like im plosion,
shrinking is a down-scaling of a set of things
surrounded by a blow-up fram e, which are the
con stituents of the seed. As a result of a shrinking
process, the seed shows up instead of its constituents
and the blow-up fram e reverts to the original thin,
solid fram e.
Figure 9 dem onstrates blow-up of the seed A in
th e succinct OPD to a plant in the detailed OPD. As a
result of the blow-up, object A, which is th e seed,
rem ains in the plant as the blow-up fram e in the background. The constituents of A Ð C, D, and Z Ð are
drawn with their respective procedural relations. Like
implosion with respect to explosion, shrinking is the
reverse of blow-up.
U nfolding is an up-scaling, in which the seed is
preserved in the plant as the root of its constituents,
showing explicitly the structural relations between
th em.
Folding is the reverse of unfolding.
Figure 10 demonstrates unfolding A in a succinct

Figure 9.

in the detailed O PD and im plosion in

OPD to a plant in th e detailed OPD and folding in the
reverse direction. By the de® nition of unfolding, A
remains as the roo t of the aggregation structure. U sing
the black triangle as the aggregation symbol, the wh ole
(object A) is connected to the tip of the triangle, and the
parts (C and D) to its base. The procedural relations
am ong C, D and Z are also draw n. Z is a process which is
intern al to A, as it processes C and results in D. As such, it
is referred to as a service.

3. M achine vision and com puter integrated
m anu facturing
In recent years, com puter integrated m anufacturing has evolved from a rem ote target to a tangible
system , in which m anufactu ring is governed to a great
extent by a system of coordinated com puters that
keeps track of the various stages in the m anufacturing
process and is cap able of reacting to a host of occurrences throu ghou t the process. Concurrently, machine
vision has also matu red as an im portant discipline
within computer science, involving a host of ® elds
ranging from pixel-level im age processing to arti® cial
intelligence-based sem antic constructs.

O bject A is th e succinct O PD is blown up to becom e a plant in th e detailed O PD an d the plant is sh runk back.
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Figure 10. Unfolding a succinct O PD to a detailed O PD and folding it back.

The original m otivation for the developm en t of the
object ± process m odel was to establish an integrated
ap proach of handling the host of product representations, their iden tical and different inform ation content,
th e degree of uncertainty that each one of them conveys, the possible pathways among the representations,
and the processing that is needed for each of these
transform ations to take place.
There are two elements in the automated m anufacturing process that are not yet fully integrated into
CIM system s: inspection and documen tation. It is not
accidental that these two elem ents invo lve m achine
vision, because, as argued, these two areas have
m atu red in parallel.
Incorp orating m achine vision technology into the
CIM system greatly enhances its cap abilities in a variety
of ways. Object ± process analysis (OPA) of the CIM
system has revealed two major loop s of interleaved
object and process classes: the design ± m odelling ±
docum entation loop
and
the m anufactu ring ±
inspection ± control loop. In the rest of this section we
ap ply OPA to study these two loop s.

Figure 11.

3.1. T he design ± m odelling ± docum en tation loop
Figure 11 unfolds the process class Design and
the object class Model that appear in Figure 5.
Requirem ents are affected class and Designer
(who uses his Ideas) is the agent in the Design
process. Design m ay be m anual Design, Com puter
Aided Design, in which case a CAD system is the
instrumen t, or Physical Design. The resulting M odel of
these three design options is Engineering drawing,
CAD CSG (Constructive Solid Geom etry) or B-rep
(Boundary representation), and Physical M odel.
Figure 12 shows the docum entation m odule of the
system . U nfolding Engineering Drawing exposes three
drawing specializations: CAD Draw ing, Pap er Drawing,
and Raster Draw ing (Dori 1994). CAD Drawing,
resulting from C AD and stored by CAD System , can
undergo plotting, which is enabled by the instrum ent
class Plotter and results Paper Draw ing. Paper Drawing
m ay also be the result of M anual Design.
Electronic Archive consists of a capture device Ð
usually Scanner, and secondary storage, such as a

Unfolding the process Design and the object M odel from Figure 5.
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Figure 12.

The docum entatio n m odule.

m agnetic or optic disc Jukebox. It handles Raster
Drawings, which are digital im ages of drawings. Paper
Drawings (originating from either M anual Design
or from C AD Plottin g) undergo Scanning (digitization) by a Scanner and are stored in the Jukebox. A
direct conversion of CAD Draw ing to Raster Drawing
is enabled by Raster Editor, which does Rasterizing.
All the com ponents of the docu mentation m odule
discussed so far are operational technologically and
algorithm ically. They enable one-way transformation s
in th e sequence C AD Draw ing ± Paper Drawing ± Raster
Drawing. Closing this op en loop requ ires a sub-system
th at is capable of converting Raster Drawings into C AD
Drawings. The M achine Draw ing Understan ding
System (MDUS), which is an active subject of research
(Dori 1989, 1992, 1995a, Dori et al . 1993) is aim ed at
con verting m echanical engineering drawings into C AD
drawings.

In Figure 14, Inspection is blown up, exposing
Sensing and Acceptance Decision as the two lowerlevel processes th at com prise Inspection. Sensing is
applied by Sensing Equipm ent to Product to obtain
M easurem ents and Tool Wear Estimates. Measurem ents are used for Acceptance Decision and Tool
Wear Estimates for Machine C ontrol.
In Figure 15, Figure 14 is furth er scaled up. Sensing
is classi® ed into Proxim ity Sensing and Remote
Sensing. The traditional Proxim ity Sensing uses
Gauges to obtain Proximity m easurements of the product under inspection. Rem ote Sensing requires the
instrumen t Rem ote Sensing Equipm ent to produce

3.2. T he m anufacturing ± in spection ± control loops
As can be seen in Figure 13, Inspection is applied to
Product, which is com pared to Mod el, and classi® es
Product into Accepted Product and Rejected Product.
The dashed line m arks a logical exclusive OR relation
between the two Inspection outcomes. A Rejected
Product is reworked and the Resulting Prod uct closes
th e loop. Another loop in which inspection is involved
is that yielding Tool-W ar Estimate, which is fed back
into the Machine C ontrol process to com pen sate for
deviation from the speci® cation of the m odel during
th e M anufacturing process.

Figure

13.

The

tw o

m an ufac turing ± inspection ± control
loops.
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Figure 14.

Th e process Insp ection of Figure 13 blown up.

Im age, which, in tu rn, is the input to the M achine
Vision process class. M achine Vision results in Sensed
M easurem ents, which, alon g with Proxim ity Measurem ents, are input to Tool Wear Estimation. This
Estimation establishes Tool Wear Estimate, which,
along with M odel and Craftsm an, in input to M achine
Control.
By inspection of the m anufactu red products with

Figure 15.
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m achine and robo t vision, where inform ation from
both visual and/or range im ages are fused to obtain
the 3-dimensional structure of the product, we allow for
the reconstruction of the analytical m odel with a certain degree of uncertainty. This, in tu rn , enables a nontraditional reverse engineering fabrication technique.
M onitoring the m anufacturing process with proximity
and rem ote sensing techn iques enables on-line feedback to the manufactu ring instruction controller to
compen sate for tool wear.
U nderstanding engineering draw ings closes the
currently open m odel ± drawing loop . This loop
consists of the constructive solid geometry m od el, its
respective 3D Boundary representation (B-rep), the
set of 2D B-reps obtained by its orthograp hic projection, the CAD engineering draw ing obtained by dim ensioning and tolerancing placem ent, the paper
engineering drawing obtained by plotting, and the
electronic draw ing obtained by scanning the paper
drawing or by rasterizing th e CAD draw ing.

4. Discussion and sum m ary
We have introduced a new parad igm in system s
analysis Ð object-process m ethodology (OPM ) Ð wh ich

Figure 14 scaled up.
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is a fusion of two accepted approac hes in inform ation
system s analysis: the object-oriented approach and the
data-¯ ow approach. Although these two approach es
have been considered to be m utually exclusive, OPM
not only manages to incorporate useful ideas from both
ap proaches, but also gracefully fuses static ± structural
aspects borro wed from OOA with dynam ic ± procedural
elements from th e DFD m eth od. An object ± process
diagram (OPD) clearly shows how object classes relate
to each other, what process classes operate on them,
and how one object class is transform ed into another.
The principle of alternating object and process classes
in the ¯ ow of activity is very powe rful in providing
insight into the analysed system .
O PM has been im plem ented in th is work in the
analysis of Com puter Integrated M anufacturing, Docu m entation and Inspection. We have seen that incorporating Docum entation and Inspection elements as
an integral part of a C IM system greatly enhan ces the
system ’s integrity and capabilities.
In the documentation dom ain, understanding
engineering drawings is the m issing link needed
to close the currently open loop from paper and
electronic drawings back to C AD draw ings. U sing
OPD, we have shown that, m uch like a compiler, such
un derstanding can be done in three analysis phases:
lexical, syntactic and semantic. The resulting set of
projections can be used as input for a ¯ eshing-out
projections algorithm to obtain the CAD drawing
representing th e CAD m odel. The M achine Drawing
U nderstanding System is currently capable of perform ing the lexical phase and som e of the syntactic
ph ase.
In the inspection dom ain, m achine vision is already
ap plied in m any industries to enhance or replace
proximity sensing in the m easurem ent of parts for
inspection purposes. Less developed is the application
of m achine vision to real-tim e control over the
m anufactu ring process and still less developed is its
use for reverse engineering. Here there are several
un solved theoretical problem s.
From th e way we m anaged to apply OPM to analyse
such a complex system as Com puter Integrated Manufacture Docu men tation and Inspection (CIMDI), OPA
seem s to be a very effective meth odology of system s
analysis. Several of the ideals pertaining to the CIM DI
system are a direct consequ ence of its developm ent,
while a num ber of OPM rules were inspired by real-life
prob lem s posed by CIM DI. Thinking concurrently
abo ut the two problem s has been a great challenge,
which proved fruitful for both OPM m etho dology and
th e CIMDI system . We envision that OPM will becom e
an accepted m ethod for systems analysis and that
CIM DI will become a reality in the near futu re.
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